Across

3. (v) to pay back a wrong
4. (n) a coin from Florence
5. (adj) braided
7. (n) a Greek pastry
8. (adj) unable to move
12. (n) explanatory
13. (n) a unit of currency from the Netherlands
17. (adj) straightforward, usually without consideration for feelings
19. (n) a dilemma or problem to be solved
21. (n) a deep canyon, usually narrow
24. (n) the state of being extremely happy
25. (adj) incompatible to a specific period of time
26. (n) a literary work which ridicules a part of human nature or society
30. (adj) unable to be thought of
33. (n) a sweet wine
34. (v) to travel across
36. (n) wedding festivities/ceremonies
38. (n) a monkey or ape
39. (v) to prove true
40. (n) behavior characterized by fear

Down

1. (v) to uncover, as in information
2. (n) the process of coming back together
5. (n) appropriate behavior for society
6. (n) a smelly gas
9. (v) to echo loudly
10. (adj) of or relating to an unconscious thought
11. (v) to gather
14. (n) complete honesty
15. (v) to put a stop to or end
16. (v) to ward off or dodge a blow from a sword
18. (n) a false show of something
20. (adj) able to be heard
22. (n) a cutting out of something
23. (n) one's prey
27. (n) of great size, strength, or influence
28. (adj) sad and lonely
29. (v) to work on one’s own, usually for oneself
31. (v) to cut out a part of a book or other literary work
32. (v) to attract or tempt
35. (adj) having fox-like characteristics
37. (n) one's enemy